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Our Mission
To protect the fishing cat and its globally

important mangrove habitat through

community based research and conservation. 
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LETTER FROM

THE PRESIDENT

De�r F�� Fri���s,

Arun Ronny

This year was transformational for Fishing Cat Conservancy with the most significant change being our decision to

scale-up from a small, volunteer-based non-profit organization to a larger, more full-fledged one. With this in mind, we

focused our efforts to bring in the support needed to test new ideas such as our mangrove crabs - alternative livelihoods

project in India as well as recruit the talent needed to execute the concept in the field. While this project is ongoing

with additional support that we received in early 2019, we are working on ways to adapt it to sustain the conservation-

oriented livelihoods that it helped create last year; particularly for two local farmers, one tribal, and two field

conservationists in India. One approach is for us to create our own ‘carbon-offset + conservation’ certificate that we can

give to our investors, and use the funds generated from it to directly remunerate local people to plant mangroves and

harvest ecosystem services from them. Imagine eliminating your entire life’s carbon footprint and helping provide

sustainable livelihoods to locals that could protect coastal ecosystems. A win-win-win for fishing cats, local people, and

the global community. We are eager to your thoughts on this! 

Through our education and outreach efforts in 2018, we reached out to about 3000 people in-person and harnessed the

trust of approximately 15 new team members including three new collaborators in the United States and two new

supporters from Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 

We also established the Fishing Cat Conservancy Trust in India - a registered NGO geared to self-sustain through in-

country support, and with immense potential for growth through international support in a few years down the line.

In 2019, through our established partnership with the Gal Oya Lodge and wildlife conservationists in Sri Lanka, we hope

to develop a community-managed conservation tourism plan that can help us both count fishing cats as well as create

reserves for them. In Indonesia, we hope to support two field conservationists to potentially rediscover fishing cats in the

last remaining mangroves of Eastern Sumatra and Java.

As always, we are deeply appreciative and thankful for the support we have received over the last half a decade from all

our donors and partners. We wish to continue to be empowered by you to grow and expand our community-based

conservation actions not just for fishing cats but also for their globally important mangrove habitat in people’s own

backyards!

Thank you for everything,

 

 

Ashwin Naidu, Ph.D.

Co-founder + President/CEO

As��in
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CONSERVAT ION

EDUCAT ION

We
Educated 1,500+ local school children 
Spoke to 3,000+ people in-person
Reached out to 10,000+ people worldwide
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EDUCATING CHILDREN
AT A REGIONAL LEVEL

In March, we reached out to about 50

local school children and collaborated

with Andhra Pradesh Forest

Department (APFD). On World Wildlife

Day, the APFD conducted a workshop in

collaboration with Fishing Cat

Conservancy near the Coringa Wildlife

sanctuary in coastal Andhra Pradesh.

We educated around 150 school

children and dignitaries who attended

the workshop.

CELEBRATING WOMEN
IN WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION
In February, our team reached out to

the ASD Women's Government Degree

College in Kakinada, India to inspire

students to pursue conservation as a

career. Students passionately interacted

with our field conversvationists and

discussed challenges that we face while

working in mangrove ecosystems.

Despite these challenges, many of the

students expressed interest in

volunteering with Fishing Cat

Conservancy's in the field.
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
SYMPOSIUM
In October, our champion Field

Conservationists from India,

Srichakra Pranav and Srikanth

Mannepuri, gave their debut

international conference talks at

the TWS IWMWG Grassroots

Community Engagement

Symposium!

Their talks were well received and

several scholars from The Wildlife

Society took an interest in

collaborating with us to help

further community-based research

and conservation actions for fishing

cats and mangroves.

Our Mangrove Crabs alternative

livelihoods project (led by Srichakra

Pranav), and the short

documentary on fishing cat

conservation (filmed and edited by

Sujeevan Kumar Bullard and

Srikanth Mannepuri) were quite

the highlights!
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We
F I E LD

RESEARCH

Located three new populations of 

Fishing Cats

Anjani Kumar
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THE SEARCH FOR
FISHING CATS
Last spring, a FCC team including

Ashwin Naidu, Srikanth Mannepuri,

Srichakra Pranav, Pradeep Kumar,

Sujeevan Kumar, and Moshi started on a

search for fishing cats occurring in

between the Samanthakuru (SAM),

Bendamurlanka (BEN) and

Gogannamattam (GOG) villages in

coastal Andhra Pradesh.

We installed wildlife cameras along a

possible "corridor area" (a.k.a. a water

channel with mangroves that connects

the SAM and BEN mangrove patches)

between SAM and BEN, and inside the

isolated mangrove patches in all three

areas.

By May, our wildlife cameras had

allowed us to observe significant fishing

cat activity in the SAM, BEN and GOG

areas. We even were able to capture rare

photographic evidence of a mating pair!

Further clues about fishing cat diet and

behavior were revealed through a

careful search of the surrounding area.

We intend to survey BEN and the

possible corridor for fishing cats

between BEN and SAM more intensively

in the near future - this could give us

more insight into fishing cat

movements and other behavioral

patterns, which in turn could help us

implement better conservation

strategies.
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We
CONSERVAT ION

ACT IONS

Tested sustainable harvesting of

mangrove crabs 
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CREATING
ALTERNATIVE
LIVELIHOODS WITH
MANGROVE CRABS
FCC researchers Srichakra Pranav and

Nagaraju Chanti are collaberating with

local fishermen to find out! During

August, they placed 10 mangrove crabs

(Scylla serrata) and 10 orange mud crabs

(Scylla olivacea) in a natural lagoon at

Gachakayala Pora (GAC) to test our proof-

of-concept. If these mangrove crabs can

grow to a marketable size in 3 to 4

months and fetch at least 1200 INR each,

they could become income for the local

fishermen.

After a few weeks, our small colony of

crabs molted and doubled in size - a

good sign! With these promising results in

mind, our next steps will involve

increasing our sample size.

We're working on building trust with the

locals and plan to deploy 100 more crab

boxes in the unprotected mangroves near

GAC, Samanthakuru (SAM) and

Bendamurlanka (BEN). Should the proof-

of-concept be successful with this larger

sample size, we believe this project could

move locals from unsustainable

'aquaculture' to sustainable 'mangrove

culture'. We envision a future where locals

are incentivized to restore/reforest lost

mangroves and sustainably harvest and

mangrove crabs to help protect fishing

cats and their own livelihoods!
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW

Conservation Actions
84.5%

Administration + Fundrasing 
15.5%

MAJOR THANKS TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS!

Greensboro Science Center, Bonnie Kay, Larry Thompson, Cedar Cove Feline Conservatory, Papoose

Conservation Wildlife Foundation, Melinda Correll, Clara Lee Arnold & Mike Harvey, Nicole Petrosky,

Sophie & Manuel Baumgartner, Hopkins Belize Humane Society, Project Survival Cat Haven, Sirisha

Kanukurti, Nikhil Patil, Bettie Auch, Matt Goode, Marla Endicott, Big Cat Sanctuary, Paradise Wildlife

Park, Melanie Culver, Victor Finger, Don Veale, Carrie King, Tina (San Diego Zoo), John Clemons,

Elizabeth Haynes, Keerthi Prasad, Kristen Craig, Rupak Doshi, Eldridge Wisely, Troy & Aimee Karpp,

Matt Finstrom, Fred Hood, Dave Gainey, Paige Osborn, Scott Fadynich, Michelle Harris, Rebecca O'

Sullivan, John Cobey, Aimee Goldcamp

2018 Total 
Expenses

We have matched every dollar

donated by 300%
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LOOK ING

FORWARD
This year has been an exciting year for the

Fishing Cat Conservancy, and 2019 is shaping

up to be an even better one! Keep an eye out

for FCC in the media, including on the TED

stage! 
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